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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the initial phase of a study of ecolinguisticbased social media analytics aimed at understanding the
frequency, semantics, context and potential persuasive influence of social media conversations about energy issues,
metaphors, frames and behaviors. Our broad research question asked, “How does the online conversation about energy eﬃciency behavior change overtime?” We operationalized conversations to be overtime mentions of ecolinguistic
terms in Twitter. We conducted a preliminary analysis of
the messages, users and content hashtags in tweets over 4
months. Illustrative results demonstrate new tools for data
acquisition, curation and analysis. They demonstrate an
initial concept proof of the tweetonomy construct and provide preliminary network analysis of energy terms in twitter
streams. Results indicate opportunities for using time series
analysis to understand the rhythm of the social conversation
to provide insights about when people are reachable for persuasive communications . They indicate opportunities for
text analysis on Twitter content to understand how to improve relevance of energy eﬃciency communications. They
demonstrate user-friendly tools to visualize the semantics of
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vast quantities of user-generated content about energy and
sustainability in order to better understand contextual issues
that define issue publics and frame positions. Preliminary
results from this exploratory study confirm the feasibility
of using Twitter streams to detect awareness, describe attitudes and infer influence about communication campaigns
intended to persuade changes in energy behavior.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a large scale social media data collection and research program focused on energy eﬃciency and
climate change. The ultimate goal of this two year program
of work is to refine an energy and climate change taxonomy of terms; develop analytics that are robust in the face
of an extensive data-base; conduct iterative tests of simple and complex analyses (frequency of mentions overtime;
connections to societal events, social networks and building,
and maintenance of online energy related issue communities). The final goal of the program is to make the analytic
tools and data base available to energy-related scholars as
well as others for the advancement of a social movement of
environmental sustainability.
People influence others and are, in turn, influenced with
respect to the actions, brands, products and issues they love
and hate. This influence promotes awareness, motivates trial
behaviors, reinforces purchase decisions, and sustains product or action loyalty. Large scale social movements such
as energy eﬃciency and sustainability require an initial articulate community with a shared belief in order to create
virality. Word of mouth, online or in person, is essential
to break down barriers, to spread ideas and actions, and
to develop innovations. In fact, the ripple eﬀect of word of
mouth is estimated to have three times the reach and impact of traditional advertising (Hogan, Lemon, Libai, 2004).
Diﬀusion of information underpins the success of campaigns
to persuade change in behavioral actions and adoption of a
sustainable lifestyle to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The term social media describes the online tools and platforms that people use to share opinions, insights, experiences, and perspectives with each other. Social media can
take many diﬀerent forms, including text, images, audio, and
video. Understanding conversations in online social media

has the potential of providing program planners and communication campaign mangers unique insights into individuals’
thoughts and verbal productions about energy eﬃciency and
climate change. With the increasing adoption of social media (73% of teens and 72% of young adults - Pew, 2010),
new opportunities are available for studying the role of online conversation in persuasion.
In 140 characters or less, the concerns, interests and public narratives about energy eﬃciency and climate change are
easily identified. Twitter conversations also reflect the social
aspects of information diﬀusion through conventions such
as retweets and other conversational responses, through the
membership and social distance of these conversations, and
in overtime changes in frequency and form of the networks.
With Twitter, a particularly popular type of social media
that has proven relevant in a number of societal challenges
and conversations recently (such as the 2010/2011 revolutions in the middle east), the social response to societal or
national events, as well as to media coverage of these events,
and persuasive communication campaigns can be observed.
Twitter is both a medium and the message (Savage, 2011).
This paper outlines the broad aims of an ongoing research
program to track and analyze social media conversations
of over one hundred terms related to energy eﬃciency and
climate change for insights about consumer attitudes and
behavior. It describes in detail the first assessment of the
project, in which we have begun with an exploratory analysis to investigate the extent to which Twitter conversations
about energy consumption can be tracked and analyzed using a social media analysis framework for studying energy
consumption descriptors, concerns, actions, and sources of
information. Preliminary results from this initial phase of
research confirmed the existence of energy-related conversations on Twitter, and the usefulness of Twitter streams
to assess awareness of communication campaigns, brands,
products and policies related to creating communities of
awareness, interest, and action regarding energy behavior.
We examined the periodicity, content and context of the
this conversation.
This arena of scholarship is essentially interdisciplinary.
Our research team leverages expertise from multiple fields of
scholarship; climate science, communication, systems analysis regarding marketing and advertising, and computer science (more specifically machine learning, natural language
processing and network analysis). In our view such collaborative work adds value to individual disciplines as well as
provides actionable insights into the international concern
of advancing energy eﬃciency and slowing climate change.
While we find this interdisciplinary approach to studying
energy-related conversations on Twitter fruitful and necessary, we are well aware of the challenges related to gauging
and evaluating the research output of such an endeavor.
This paper does not aim to provide any definitive answers
to the questions of whether, how and to what extent public
conversations on energy-related topics take place on Twitter.
It does, however, initiate a research agenda on analyzing the
semantics of conversations in social media regarding energy
and climate change - hoping to spur further research in this
domain.

2.

WHO TWEETS, ABOUT WHAT AND WITH
WHAT IMPACT?

Twitter like other social media has been assumed to start
with teens and move to other audiences. But Twitter has
taken a diﬀerent turn:
“Another reason that teenagers do not use Twitter may be
that their lives tend to revolve around their friends. Though
Twitter’s founders originally conceived of the site as a way
to stay in touch with acquaintances, it turns out that it is
better for broadcasting ideas or questions and answers to
the outside world or for marketing a product. It is also
useful for marketing the person doing the tweeting, a need
few teenagers are attuned to.” Claire Can Miller, New York
Times, Aug 2009.
Content analyses and user interviews reveal that Twitter
is not focused on personal social issues but has a stronger
emphasis on ideas. Recent data from Pew’s ongoing media
tracking studies (Pew 2010) reinforces that Twitter users
are are demographically diverse. Of the 72% of adult online
media users, 8% are twitter users. More specifically:
• Young adults – Internet users ages 18-29 are significantly more likely to use Twitter than older adults.
Also, these voting age adults can significantly influence community and societal policy as well as opinion
regarding climate change.
• African-Americans and Latinos – Minority Internet users
are more than twice as likely to use Twitter as are
caucasian Internet users. The unique broad reach into
this diverse audience allows the rapid diﬀusion of educational and vocational opportunities thought to bring
about economic recovery in the U.S.
• Urbanites – Urban residents are roughly twice as likely
to use Twitter as rural dwellers.
Further, Twitter users are nearly equally divided between
those who check the site on a daily basis (or multiple times
per day) and those who check the site infrequently or never.
Just over one-third of Twitter users (36%) check for material posted by others on a daily basis or multiple times per
day—this is roughly comparable to users’ engagement frequency. Two in five (41%) say they check the site less than
every few weeks, or never do so at all. The remaining onequarter of users say they check the site for updates a few
days each week or every few weeks (Pew, 2010).
Social media have been widely used for consumer goods
and services. Market leaders such as Coca-Cola and Proctor & Gamble, specialty product companies such as Snapon Tools, and broadcast channels such as CNN and MSNBC
have incorporated Twitter into the social media into the media channels they use proactively – by creating communication campaigns that include social media for their consumer
communities. In fact the 2011 Superbowl game featured the
first ever Twitter hashtag to be included in a television commercial as a call-to-action (Audi, 2011). A distinguishing
feature of social media is that, while it may be initiated or
catalyzed by communications in other channels, it is inherently consumer-generated content and its virality depends
on engagement Even those companies that do not actively
sponsor social media have tapped into social media to monitor the nature and strength of consumer sentiment about
their brands, products, and services (Wasserman, 2011).
Business metrics for social media measurement include
subscriptions, traﬃc, and content and user profiles. The

speed, breadth, depth, and rhythm of social media communications create a frame, or window, through which the
volume, sentiment and dispersion of consumer sentiment can
be tracked These metrics are considered early indicators and
provide quick feedback on consumer response. Media eﬀectiveness analysis typically focuses on a single metric – the
number of click throughs to view on YouTube, the number of friends on Facebook, the number of connections on
LinkedIn, the number of followers on Twitter, the number
of click throughs on blogs, the number of registrations on
podcast downloads. Newer metrics that more accurately reflect the multidimensional nature of engagement are needed.
For example, early metrics based on buzz have proven
useful for non-invasively monitoring consumer opinions and
behavior through social media. Marketers have used metrics
to guide their direct and indirect deployment of communications for awareness, trial, conversion, and loyalty campaigns
(Russell, 2010). However, the known persuasive influences of
communities and key opinion leaders have led to the development of revolutionary assessment techniques for diagnosing
the health of a social media community and for identifying
social roles in social media (Wu, 2009.) The competitive
value of metrics lies in being able to make early diagnosis
for swift interventions in either sponsored or ad hoc social
media – in order to achieve the most favorable results in influencing consumers’ attention and behaviors – and in being
able to marry traditional marketing, advertising and promotional strategies and tactics with the viral potential of
word-of-mouth influence through social media.
Twitter use is growing in prevalence among market leaders
and innovators, and it reaches audiences essential to a social movement of sustainable lifestyles. Its use encompasses
strong and weak personal and social ties; and it reaches into
previously untapped but aﬀected audiences. Perhaps most
importantly Twitter content is issue laden. Thus, systematic access to data and conversations on Twitter allows us
to study public conversations on a new scale.

3.

RESEARCH APPROACH AND SETUP

Based on these observations, we selected public conversations and dialog on Twitter as a relevant phenomenon for
our research on energy behavior change. To validate the
decision, we asked whether, how and to what extent public
conversations on energy-related topics take place on Twitter.
In the first phase of our research program our broad research question asks, “How do online conversations about energy eﬃciency behavior change overtime?” We developed an
ecolinguistic taxonomy of terms to describe energy use opinions, energy eﬃciency behaviors, frames, metaphors, technologies and to determine standard sources of energy information, such as the Department of Energy (DOE) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). We captured Tweets
containing those terms, parsed identified elements of the
communications, curated the data, and archived the data
for access. We conducted a preliminary analysis of the messages, users and content of the 18,338 hashtags that occurred
at least 3 times in the 2.47 million tweets collected between
September 3, 2010 and January 4, 2011. The analysis of
this ecolinguistic-filtered social media was aimed at understanding the frequency, context and potential persuasive influence of social media conversations about changing energy
behaviors. We operationalized conversations to be overtime
mentions of our predetermined ecolinguistic terms and co-

occurrence of related hashtags in Twitter. Three techniques
were used to cull discernible patterns from the large quantities of data and portray the data visually: content analysis
of the full Tweets, network analysis of co-occurring hashtags,
and semantic analysis of the co-occurring hashtags and their
authors.

3.1

The role of social media conversations in
social movements

There is a growing academic literature on the definition
and measurement of persuasion, and it includes social media conversations. Studies of argumentation pathways acknowledge the influence of source, attitudes, information
processing, behavior, mental shortcuts, and sustaining reinforcers (Kaptein et al., 2010). New insights are continuing
to advance our understanding of the complex interactions
between the cognitive (resonance – “get it” – speaks to me),
emotional (totally immersed, absorbed, the opposite of indiﬀerence), social (interactive, participative and involved),
and temporal (longevity, a commitment to the future, seeing a long term relationship) factors in interactive persuasion. Continuous partial attention characterizes the shift of
attention from one media to another in consumers’ day-today multitasking and multimedia environments (Block and
Schultz, 2009; Ophir et al., 2009.) Programs focused on persuasive interactions address the management of attention to
obtain total engagement (Reeves and Read, 2009) in persuasive interactions.
The predominant one-to-many model of mass communication campaigns has undergone significant change with the
proliferation of new channels and the advent of unstructured
communication (Daft, Lengel & Trevino, 1987), the declining audience of traditional channels (Livingstone, 2004) and
the broad participation of users in generating content for
single and mass audiences (Fogg, 2008). Eﬀective messages
must be increasingly targeted to smaller audiences including the audience of one. The personalization of communications to an expanding number of individuals has depended
on advances in several fields, including artificial intelligence,
machine learning, psychology, sociology and communication
(Nass and Yen, 2010).
Further, the expansion of undirected and user controlled
communication forums, such as Twitter, oﬀer the possibility of a new understanding of “grass roots” social change.
Thus, both directed programs (such as socially motivated
games) as well as less well defined and even spontaneous
programs (such as a new YouTube video or a new climate
calculator mounted on a credible website) have the potential to stimulate user-generated persuasion, in the context
of technologically-enhanced word-of-mouth. Along the continuum of intentions to influence how people think and act,
persuasion depends on attention, engagement and argumentation. Because it is user-generated, social media includes
all three of these elements. Either directly or indirectly, it
evokes the presence of, or reference to, other people as social
agents ( Bailenson et al., 2005).

3.2

Tools for data acquisition, curation and
analysis

Data was acquired on a daily basis by utilizing the NodeXL
Twitter Importer module (Smith et al., 2009), which captured the latest messages containing energy related keywords (Table 1). In addition to the message itself, acquired



data includes username of the message sender, along with
the time and date of the message. The dataset was then
parsed and analyzed by utilizing Hadoop Map Reduce distributed processing on the Amazon’s EC2 computing cloud.
By utilizing 20 standard computing instances (˜1 GHz, 1.7
GB memory), the complete dataset could be processed in
under 1 hour. The data processing selected Tweets collected between 2010.09.03 and 2011.01.04, containing hashtags that occurred in at least 3 of the 2.47 million tweets.
Data for these Tweets was then passed to other applications
- Excel, NodeXL, Gephi and TwitterExplorer - for further
analysis and visualization.

3.3

Using energy-related terms to filter Twitter messages

A critical preliminary task in this research program was to
create a taxonomy that describes the target behaviors, technologies, programs, information sources, issues, issue frames
metaphors, and visualizations related to a social movement
for the development of sustainable lifestyles. Based on literature on lexical framing of climate change, metaphors from
analyses of climate change journalism, risk communication
and public discourse, we constructed a taxonomy that included positive and negative valanced frames, compound
metaphors, frames that encompass moral imperative, values, and social movement frames, as well as energy reduction, conservation, and energy wasting behaviors (Lakoﬀ,
2010). Tweets that contained these terms were selected into
our data set.
While we used the conceptual underpinnings from the
growing field of ecolinguistics and home fields of rhetoric and
linguistics, the actual wordings of behaviors and topics were
standardized to several credible sources. For our current
investigation, standardization meant that the search terms
for behaviors and topical issues were “exactly” as worded
in source documents. If for example, the behavior “take
shorter showers” is worded diﬀerently in diﬀerent source documents, all are included. Because there are a myriad of web,
NGO, government, and other sources for energy behaviors
and terms, we are continuing to standardize to those most
closely aligned to USA national policy. For example, all energy related phases are derived from energy eﬃciency and renewable energy website and booklets from the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the National Academy of Science, and
the Environmental Defense Fund. In the future food issues
and behaviors and transportation terms will be added and
standardized to credible sources.
Table 1 shows the broad set of energy eﬃciency terms
selected for our research program. Included are metaphors
of energy eﬃciency, behavior and feedback as well as issues
and four classifications of behavior.
In addition to ARPA-e salient terms, we also included
words that were indirectly related on close contextualized
issues such as global warming and climate change as well
as broader but related social movements such as “simpler
lifestyle,”“reducing consumerism.” etc. Finally, not included
fully in this table, but considered essential to the complete
set of terms relevant to the energy eﬃciency behavior change,
are behaviors related to broader issues; advocacy behaviors,
food and transportation behaviors. Because many of the
terms in the ecolinguistic taxonomy were already in use in
common parlance, the creation of this taxonomy will allow
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Table 1: Categorization of energy-related terms.
an observation over time of changes in the use of the terms.
The complete taxonomy of terms, their selection, collection,
and specificity as well as standardization to know sources
are described in more detail in a working white paper for
Media X (Flora and Russell, in preparation.)

3.4

Analyzing the Conversations

Several analytical lenses were tested in this exploratory
study: frequency, periodicity, valence, co-occurrence, and
context. Through several methods, we were able to describe
snapshots and detect changes over time in the conversation
as well as identify conversation stimulating events, such as
national policy, new technology launches, and media events.

3.4.1

Frequency of mentions

The frequency of term mentions was counted as the number of Tweets collected by filtering on the ecolinguistic terms.
The frequency of September 2010 mentions of a sample of
energy terms is shown in Table 2.

3.4.2

Periodicity

To understand the “drivers” of shifts in the conversation,
changes in frequency over time were of particular interest.
A sampling of tweets on all ecolinguistic terms over a two
month period revealed two rhythmic patterns. The social
conversation showed a day-of-week rhythm, as well as consistently lower energy Tweets on weekends, during the two
month period.
Figure 1 show the daily rhythm of all energy tweets collected in months of September and October 2010. More
analysis over longer periods of time is needed to determine
if Figure 3 is a baseline of “energy tweets” a growing trend
or response to large media coverage of energy related issues.
The relatively lower frequency of Tweets over the weekend
was noted and prompted an inquiry in the daily patterns.
Figure 2 shows the proportion of Tweets containing the
ecolinguistic terms occurring by day-of-week during Septem-
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Figure 2: Proportion of 44,000+ Energy Tweets
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3.4.3 Valence and Sentiment
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“smart,” and “energy” allow visibility of a wide diversity of
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Figure 4: Word Cloud of Full Text of 107 Tweets During September 8 - 21, 2010.
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sociations (“ugly” and “bad”) were observed in combination
by businesses, but none are known to be available as open
7KHFRQWHQWDQDO\VLVRIWKHIXOOWH[WRI7ZHHWVEHWZHHQ2FWREHUDQG2FWREHU
with
the “cfls”, forming compound terms (cfls + . . . )
source for scholarly use.
These
frequently
occurring
compound
terms
reflected
timeLQFOXGLQJ³VPDUWPHWHUV´LVVKRZQLQDZRUGFORXG)LJXUH5HODWLYHWRWKHQXPEHURI
3.4.4 Context
specific negative attributes (perceived and actual) of compact fluorescent lights (CFLs), a highly touted energy saving
ZRUGVLQWKH7ZHHWVWKHKLJKSURSRUWLRQRIWKHZRUGV³JULG´³SRZHU´HQHUJ\´DQG³VHFXULW\´
Context is important in understanding how energy eﬃreplacement for incandescent bulbs.
cient behaviors and actions, such as purchases, align with
UHYHDOHGFRQVXPHUFRQFHUQVDERXWWKHVHFXULW\RISHUVRQDOGDWDDQGSURWHFWLRQIURPKDFNHUV
Sentiment analysis requires highly nuanced interpretations,
climate change issues or with comprehensive lifestyle moverepresents a complex set of evaluations and in other forms of
ments such as “low impact lifestyles.” This includes the netXUOVUHIHUUHGWRVHYHUDOQHZVVWRULHVRQWKHVHLVVXHV7KHVWUHQJWKRI³57´LQGLFDWHVWKHZRUG
social media indicators such as pronoun use (shared reality
work patterns created by co-occurrence of ARPA-e related
and social connection), verb use (particularly emotionallyenergy terms as well as the nature and extent of terms deRIPRXWKYDOXHRIVRPHRIWKH7ZHHWV7KHVHOHFWLRQFULWHULDIRUWKLVVDPHLQFOXGHGWKH
valenced or recommendation verbs), syntactical references,
scribing related issues such as energy insecurity, climate
ZRUGV³VPDUW´³PHWHUV´DQG³PHWHU´DQGWKHSURPLQHQFHRIWKRVHWHUPVLVYLVLEOH
and style (immediacy – short words, first person pronouns,
change, and environmental sustainability. In this prelimilow number of articles, positive emotion, verbs more than
nary study, context was visualized in the network patterns
nouns). Sentiment analysis can provides important indicreated by directed communication between Tweeters, uscators of engagement, intimacy and social connection to
ing the @Twittername conventions. Context was also operbrands, products or services. Linguistic markers and senationalized as networks of networks of hashtags - occurring
timent analysis can be used to diagnose engagement in onin Tweets selected because they included one or more of the
line conversations and evaluate the customer context (Penselected ecolinguistic terms. Additionally, context was vinebaker & Niederhoﬀer, 2003). Because of the contracted
sualized as a Tweetonomy (Wagner and Strohmaier 2010),
lexicon and linguistic conventions of Twitter, new classifiusing Twitter Explorer ( Poeschke and Strohmaier, 2010.)
cation schema are needed for sentiment analysis of Twitter
3.4.5 Directed Communication Between Tweeters
messages. At the time of this writing several proprietary,
unpublished tools for this are known to exist and are in use
In this paper Twitter messages are viewed as an element

Figure 5: Word Cloud of Full Text of 210 Tweets during October 25-29, 2010.
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of conversation in one of three ways. The person sending the
3.4.6 Hashtag network visualization
message, the Tweeter, is intentionally addressing the mesHashtag is a Twitter linguistic convention constructed by
sage to a known individual, using the convention of @perplacing a “#” in front of a keyword, abbreviation or acronym.
9DOHQFHDQG6HQWLPHQW
sonname (@ replies). The Tweeter is referring a message or
Hashtags provide a means of tagging, labeling, adding conpartial message that has been received from a known inditext and metadata to Tweets. The use of multiple hashtags
)UHTXHQWSRVLWLYHRUQHJDWLYHZRUGDVVRFLDWLRQVZLWKWHUPVFDQUHIOHFWSHUFHLYHGDQGDFWXDO
vidual (retweets, indicated with the “RT” convention). Or,
in a single Tweet can be interpreted as a connection between
the Tweeter is broadcasting a message to the broader social
VHQWLPHQWDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHWHUPV5HIHUULQJEDFNWR7DEOHDQGWKH6HSWHPEHUWHVWRI
the thoughts, terms or issues on the part of the author. We
media community, as to an imagined individual or group
examined the co-occurrence of hashtags in the network analDVDPSOHRIWKHGDWDZRUGVZLWKQHJDWLYHDVVRFLDWLRQV
³XJO\´DQG³EDG´ ZHUHREVHUYHGLQ
of individuals, sometimes using key words or tags, such as
ysis of 18,323 hashtags to evaluate the visibility of issues such
#hashtag. Most Twitter users associate an image with their
as climateFIOV
change, energy
eﬃciency and environmentalism.
FRPELQDWLRQZLWKWKH³FIOV´IRUPLQJFRPSRXQGWHUPV
7KHVHIUHTXHQWO\RFFXUULQJ
Twittername, and Figure 8 also uses the Twitter image as
A network visualization of the co-occurrence of 18,323
the node to visualize the social conversation.
FRPSRXQGWHUPVUHIOHFWHGWLPHVSHFLILFQHJDWLYHDWWULEXWHV
SHUFHLYHGDQGDFWXDO
hashtags is shown
in Figure 7. Each hashtagRIFRPSDFW
is represented
A network of directed communication between Tweeters
by a node; the size of the node is proportional to the connectIOXRUHVFHQWOLJKWV
DKLJKO\WRXWHGHQHUJ\VDYLQJUHSODFHPHQWIRULQFDQGHVFHQWEXOEV
mentioning smartmeters&)/V
or “smart
+ meters” is shown in
edness of that node to other nodes. In addition to #energy,
Figure 8. Each @Twittername creates a directional edge
other salient nodes with their own clusters of networks are
from the 6HQWLPHQWDQDO\VLVUHTXLUHVKLJKO\QXDQFHGLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVUHSUHVHQWVDFRPSOH[
author to the intended recipient. Each RTtwitter#green, #solar, #climate, #eco and #news. A more disname creates a directional edge from the retweeter to the
tal node with a significant network is the term #jobs.
The
VHWRIHYDOXDWLRQVDQGLQRWKHUIRUPVRIVRFLDOPHGLDLQGLFDWRUVVXFKDVSURQRXQXVH
VKDUHG
author. Roughly half of the 107 mentions in this sample of
spatial distance on the network indicates the conversations
September 2010 Tweets containing #smartmeter
hashtags
UHDOLW\DQGVRFLDOFRQQHFWLRQ
YHUEXVH
SDUWLFXODUO\HPRWLRQDOO\YDOHQFHGRUUHFRPPHQGDWLRQ
about energy eﬃciency is separate from the conversation
are not directed or connected; the Tweets simply include
about cleantech or energy jobs.
YHUEV
V\QWDFWLFDOUHIHUHQFHVDQGVW\OH
LPPHGLDF\±VKRUWZRUGVILUVWSHUVRQSURQRXQVORZ
the hashtag.
In the remainder of Tweets, one large network
The use of graphic images to represent network configufocused on the Twittername, “SFGate,” dominates, with sevrations
is important
because it allows investigators to gain
QXPEHURIDUWLFOHVSRVLWLYHHPRWLRQYHUEVPRUHWKDQQRXQV
6HQWLPHQWDQDO\VLVFDQSURYLGHV
eral other smaller clusters also evident., all showing a “reply
new insights into the patterning of connections (Freeman,
magnet” social role (Gleave et al., 2009). The network pat2009). Information visualization amplifies human compreLPSRUWDQWLQGLFDWRUVRIHQJDJHPHQWLQWLPDF\DQGVRFLDOFRQQHFWLRQWREUDQGVSURGXFWVRU
terns show a simple star pattern, in which one node forms
hension through an expressive view that can stimulate inthe center of the network, without interconnectivity across
VHUYLFHV/LQJXLVWLFPDUNHUVDQGVHQWLPHQWDQDO\VLVFDQEHXVHGWRGLDJQRVHHQJDJHPHQWLQ
sight on a given phenomena represented by the data.
the other nodes.
The network visualization in Figure 7 was generated utiRQOLQHFRQYHUVDWLRQVDQGHYDOXDWHWKHFXVWRPHUFRQWH[W
3HQQHEDNHU
1LHGHUKRIIHU
lizing the Network
Explorer module
(Rubens et al., 2011)

%HFDXVHRIWKHFRQWUDFWHGOH[LFRQDQGOLQJXLVWLFFRQYHQWLRQVRI7ZLWWHUQHZFODVVLILFDWLRQ
VFKHPDDUHQHHGHGIRUVHQWLPHQWDQDO\VLVRI7ZLWWHUPHVVDJHV$WWKHWLPHRIWKLVZULWLQJVHYHUDO
SURSULHWDU\XQSXEOLVKHGWRROVIRUWKLVDUHNQRZQWRH[LVWDQGDUHLQXVHE\EXVLQHVVHVEXWQRQH
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Figure 7: Visualization (zoomable) of 416 Hashtags in Energy-Related Tweets, September 2010 Through
January 2011; created with Network Explorer (Rubens et al., 2011).
for Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009). The size of the node corresponds to the node’s degree (number of edges), and the gradation of nodes color corresponds to the node’s betweenness
centrality (how well it connects the nodes, i.e. a measure
proportional to the number of paths in the network that
pass through a given hashtag). Thus, the term #energy has
a high degree of centrality to all terms in the visualization.
The position of nodes (network layout) was determined in
two stages: (1) cluster-based stage, (2) relation-based compacting stage.
In the cluster-based stage we use OpenOrd layout algorithm (Martin, 2011), since it produces layout that allows
to better distinguish clusters based on the interconnections
between the nodes. We then applied ForceAtlas (Bastian et
al., 2009), to lay out the subgraphs (nodes repel each other,
while edges pull nodes closer together). The network figure
is embedded in the pdf document by using scalable vector
graphics, so it is possible zoom in to look at finer details of
the network without the loss of resolution. The data for the

network structure was obtained by applying the tweetonomy
concept (Wagner and Strohmaier 2010) to the dataset. To
produce a smaller subnetwork of higher ‘quality’ we have
kept only the hashtags that were connected to each other
through edges with weight (number of co-occurrences between hashtags) of 100 or larger. The resulting network
consists of 416 nodes and 1,103 edges.

3.4.7

Constructing Tweetonomies: Acquiring Latent
Semantic Structures

“Tweetonomy” is a concept (envisioned and studied by
Wagner and Strohmaier 2010) that denotes the latent semantic structures that can emerge in social streams such
as Twitter as a byproduct of online conversations. Based
on analysis of messages and their content, as well as URLs,
and other user-based syntax such as hashtags, slashtags or
@ replies, Tweetonomies can be constructed in a variety
of ways. Emerging communication conventions on Twitter
yield a large number of ways of in which such taxonomies

)LJXUH1HWZRUNVRI7ZHHWHUV0HQWLRQLQJ³VPDUWPHWHUV´RU³VPDUWPHWHUV´GXULQJ6HSWHPEHU
'DWDIRU)LJXUHZHUHYLVXDOL]HGXVLQJ1RGH;/DQGLWVIXQFWLRQDOLW\IRUOLQNLQJDQGUHYHDOLQJ7ZLWWHU
Figure 6: Networks of Tweeters Mentioning “smartLPDJHVXVLQJWKH1RGH;/7ZLWWHU,PSRUWHUPRGXOH +DQVHQHWDO 

meters” or “smart + meters” during September,
Figure 8 were visualized using
+DVKWDJLVD7ZLWWHUOLQJXLVWLFFRQYHQWLRQFRQVWUXFWHGE\SODFLQJD³´LQIURQWRIDNH\ZRUG
NodeXL and its functionality for linking and revealDEEUHYLDWLRQRUDFURQ\P+DVKWDJVSURYLGHDPHDQVRIWDJJLQJODEHOLQJDGGLQJFRQWH[WDQG
ing Twitter images, using the NodeXL Twitter ImPHWDGDWDWR7ZHHWV7KHXVHRIPXOWLSOHKDVKWDJVLQDVLQJOH7ZHHWFDQEHLQWHUSUHWHGDVD
porter module (Hansen et al., 2010). Visualization
FRQQHFWLRQEHWZHHQWKHWKRXJKWVWHUPVRULVVXHVRQWKHSDUWRIWKHDXWKRU:HH[DPLQHGWKH
is created by Marc A. Smith.
FRRFFXUHQFHRIKDVKWDJVLQWKHQHWZRUNDQDO\VLVRIKDVKWDJVWRHYDOXDWHWKHYLVLELOLW\RI
2010.
Data for
+DVKWDJQHWZRUNYLVXDOL]DWLRQ

LVVXHVVXFKDVFOLPDWHFKDQJHHQHUJ\HIILFLHQF\DQGHQYLURQPHQWDOLVP
$QHWZRUNYLVXDOL]DWLRQRIWKHFRRFFXUHQFHRIKDVKWDJVLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
(DFKKDVKWDJLVUHSUHVHQWHGE\DQRGHWKHVL]HRIWKHQRGHLVSURSRUWLRQDOWRWKHFRQQHFWHGQHVV
RIWKDWQRGHWRRWKHUQRGHV,QDGGLWLRQWRHQHUJ\RWKHUVDOLHQWQRGHVZLWKWKHLURZQFOXVWHUVRI

can be constructed by considering for example, (i) the au-

QHWZRUNVDUHJUHHQVRODUFOLPDWHHFRDQGQHZV$PRUHGLVWDOQRGHZLWKDVLJQLILFDQWQHWZRUN
thor(s) of 7KHVSDWLDOGLVWDQFHRQWKHQHWZRUNLQGLFDWHVWKHFRQYHUVDWLRQVDERXWHQHUJ\
messages, (ii) recipients of messages, (iii) retweets
LVWKHWHUPMREV

or diﬀusion of information, (iv) contents of a message such
HIILFLHQF\LVVHSDUDWHIURPWKHFRQYHUVDWLRQDERXWFOHDQWHFKRUHQHUJ\MRDEV

as links
embedded in messages, keywords or hashtags, and

(v) the time of messages.


The term Tweetonomy was inspired by research on social tagging systems (cf. for example Koerner et al. 2010,
Helic et al. 2011) where the collective act of tagging resources (such as assigning the tag ‘news‘ to the resource
www.cnn.com) yields so-called folksonomies# – from folkgenerated taxonomy. The idea of folksonomies is that a
common structure emerges from the individual classification
acts of a large number of users. Similarly, Tweetonomies
denote the emerging structures that can be observed when
large numbers of users collectively organize and structure
conversations in online social media such as Twitter.
In the Figure 8, TwitterExplorer - a partial implementation of the concept of tweetonomies - is used to to analyze
and visualize the latent semantic structures embedded in
energy-related conversations on Twitter. TwitterExplorer is
a user-friendly social streams analytics tool that was implemented based on the Django web development framework,
using Whoosh for indexing, NetworkX for network layouting, and KMETIS for graph partitioning. TwitterExplorer
visualizes semantic relations between terms used in Twitter messages based on diﬀerent aggregation and similarity
measures. In the following examples, semantic similarity
between terms is calculated based on co-occurrence of terms
within messages (Tweets).

Illustrative results and analysis.
This analysis was performed on a sample of the 2.47 million Tweets that contained any of the ecolinguistic terms
included in this study. Tweets were selected into this sample based hashtags that were present in at least 3 Tweets.
Illustrative results demonstrate new tools for data acquisi-

Figure 8: Two-hop filtered ego-centric network for
the hashtag #smartmeter.
tion, curation and analysis. In Figure 8 three findings can
be observed; the entry term #smartmeter is most often cooccurs with terms, #energy, #utilities, #cleantech, #greenjobs, #greentech, #smartgrid and two locations, #Illnois
and #California, and one brand, #deloitte. This first layer
of co-occurring terms is then connected to a larger layer of
co-occurring terms at the edge of the network circle. Interestingly, few of these networked terms convey the increased
ability of the customer to understand their energy use. Additional insight on the context of the conversation and the
issues it includes can be explored through examination of
the content of the Tweets.

3.4.8

TwitterExplorer: An interactive tool to explore
tweetonomies on Twitter

Figure 9 provides a screenshot of the Energy-TwitterExplorer
showing details for the hashtag #energy. In the upper left,
TwitterExplorer shows a list of tags related to #energy
ranked by co-occurrence in Tweets. In the upper mid section, TwitterExplorer shows a 2-hop ego-network of terms
related to #energy based on co-occurrence in tweets. On
the upper right, current tweets that are including the hashtag #energy are pulled in real time from the Twitter API.
The chart on the left (‘statistics’) visualizes diﬀerent properties for the #energy hashtag stream over time, including for
example, social diversity of the stream which characterizes
the extent to which Tweets in the stream were authored
by diﬀerent users. The chart on the right (‘environment
statistics’) plots the same properties for the hashtags that
are semantically related to the #energy hashtag. While this
screenshot depicts semantic statistics for a single hashtag
(here: #energy), TwitterExplorer provides an easy to use
user interface to support analysts in exploring all other topics (hashtags) in the dataset in a similar manner. On the
bottom, a list of all tweets that include the hashtag #energy
in the dataset is presented.

4.

SUMMARY

The data, tools and initial analysis presented in this paper represent first steps towards more refined analytical approaches that help understand the large scale conversations
taking place on Twitter and elsewhere. This project has
demonstrated the feasibility of using data mining techniques
to gather and analyze vast amounts of data from ongoing
social media conversations and of analyzing the data for
meaningful metrics that describe conversations about energy consumption behavior. The methods for this preliminary investigation included: development of a list of energy related metaphors, terms and general descriptors as
well as a list of energy conservation and reduction behaviors, monitoring term usage (location, frequency, context,
clustering) on the Internet at frequent intervals, analyzing
data for frequency and location of communication, clustering
of terms over time – such as changes in their proximity and
occurrence, introduction of new terms and fading of others.
Our initial exploration confirmed that conversations about
energy-related issues are, indeed, taking place in social media, specifically Twitter and that these communications can
be studied to better understand how to use technologicallyenhanced word-of-mouth to stimulate user-generated persuasion. Using content analysis of full Tweets, network analysis of co-occurring hashtags, and semantic analysis of the
co-occurring hashtags and their authors, this preliminary investigation identified descriptors, concerns, actions, and issues. We confirm that studying Twitter communications can
provide actionable means for assessing engagement, identifying influencers, and identifying word-of-mouth communities
that can accelerate change in energy eﬃciency behaviors.
An ecolinguistic taxonomy of over one hundred terms was
established and included terms for: energy technologies/hardware
&software; communication behaviors; energy & climate change
frames, metaphors, & visualizations; energy eﬃciency and
climate change innovative programs; issues such as renewable energy, global warning, energy insecurity; utilities, venture firms and companies; and behaviors (high and low cost
and impact.)
By example, we have demonstrated that it is possible to
capture an issue-based sample of the Tweetstream and curate it as a dataset. During the period from September
3, 2010 to January 4, 2011, over 2.47 million Tweets that
included one or more of the terms in our ecolinguistic taxonomy were gathered. These Tweets contained 18,338 hashtags that were mentioned three or more times. Data analysis methods were applied to explore the aggregate of energy consumption-related conversations in vast quantities of
Twitterdata.
We demonstrated preliminary steps in tracking the extent
to which energy-related terms are used by Tweeters, the
periodicity and the content of their communications. Periodicity was observed by day or week and by topic in the
Twitter conversation, as a whole and for hashtags of specific interest. The presence of emerging social communities
was observed in a network of directional Tweets. Content
analysis of the Tweets revealed a relationship between the
volume of Tweets on a topic (using a particular hashtag)
and the visibility of social interest and concern in issues of
broad scale significance, and sources of information of social
media conversations about changing energy behaviors.
Using network analysis of hashtags we analyzed and visualized contextual relationships of among the salient terms
used in social conversations and identified several clusters

of related issues, revealed by the co-occurrence of hashtags. Through Twitter Explorer, we demonstrated preliminary and partial application of the Tweetonomy construct,
with a network analysis of energy terms in twitter streams,
time series analysis to track the evolution of consumer attitudes about energy eﬃciency, and metrics to characterize
the conversations. We used social and linguistic structures of
communication (repeat communications and varied types of
Twitter communication conventions such as pictures, hashtags, retweets, and urls) to analyze the establishment of selforganizing communities of consumers. These communities
share many of the characteristics of issue publics, and further research on similarities and diﬀerences to other issue
publics is needed in order to understand how to create, grow
and sustain word-of-mouth persuasion for energy behavior
change.
We initiated exploration into the social aspects of information diﬀusion through conventions such as retweets and
other conversational responses, through the membership and
social distance of these conversations, and in overtime changes
in frequency and form of the networks. demonstration of
tools that permit visualization of vast quantities of usergenerated content about energy and sustainability.

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is not yet known how social media will be best integrated into the portfolio of communications that will achieve
the tipping point of consumer behavior change in energy use.
History has repeatedly shown us that new media join rather
than replace traditional media (Reeves and Nass, 1996). To
achieve optimum results in minimum time, continual feedback is needed for rapid iteration of innovative approaches.
Openly available, rapid response metrics that reflect consumer engagement with changes are vital. Social media
metrics oﬀer this opportunity. The identification and refinement of tools for analyzing conversations in social media is
vital for future societal issues and challenges. Understanding
energy-related conversations on Twitter can provide a stepping stone for detecting and potentially triggering changes
in energy consumption behavior through social media. The
social diversity of the tweets, for example, can indicate opportunities to explore specific hashtags for deeper understanding of social roles in the conversation.
The results of this project have potential application in
identifying new ways of tracking public opinion and behavior change related to sustainability and energy consumption
and for analyzing domain-specific, user generated content
on social media platforms. Our ongoing research will continue to monitor the extent to which ecolinguistic terms appear in social media used by the general population. We
will track the presence, participation and meaning of energy consumption-related conversations in social media and,
with these insights, support the development of initiatives to
validly detect and potentially trigger changes in energy consumption behavior through social media. Additionally, we
believe there are significant opportunities to monitor social
media to examine the influence of larger social issues and
contextual factors (environment, climate, local and global
events) on the conversation about energy, environment and
climate change.
Based on our initial results, we recommend continued
collection of data and development of analytical methods
and tools that can: track public opinion related to energy

consumption; analyze domain-specific, user generated content on social media platforms; identify and track indicators
such as semantics and social roles; identify and explore patterns and disruptions; identify and benchmark grassroots
resources such as author networks; characterize opportunities for resource transformation; and build semantic models
to understand the aggregations of conversation streams.
We have identified four major questions for persuasive
technologies lie at the intersection between people and information technology and require continued interdisciplinary
exploration:
• What (and how much, and what kind of) information
is needed by consumers in order to inform changes in
their energy use?
• What balance of technology-driven personalization, disambiguation, and privacy are optimum for building
communities of awareness, interest and action?
• How can the impact of best practice framing, empowerment and compliance speed the adoption of technologies that encourage reduced energy consumption?
• What combination of persuasive technologies – both
old and new – will make changing energy behavior contagious and persistent?
Analytical tools are needed for observation and interpretation of the millions of personal conversations already occurring online. Reliable and valid metrics are needed to
measure the eﬀectiveness of persuasive communications and
enable meaningful interpretation of the impact. The semantic analysis of tweets containing ecolinguistic content in this
paper is a preliminary example of the data, tools, and metrics that can inform the timeliness, relevance and positioning
of persuasive communications.
To accelerate exploration of these important issues, we
are making the ecolinguistic taxonomy, the Twitter Energy
data, the TwitterExplorer and the Network Explorer available for other researchers. Against the urgency of climate
change and the need to mobilize widespread changes in energy consumption, we encourage other researchers to join us
in a research agenda that includes: analyzing and characterizing energy consumption behavior; tracking public opinion
related to energy consumption; analyzing domain-specific,
user generated content on social media platforms; identifying and tracking leading indicators of attitude and behavior
change; and identifying patterns and disruptions that can
accelerate change and provide alerts for emergency response.
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